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CASA CASA Visibility Calibration Principles 
 •  Direction-independent calibration of systematic effects affecting visibilities 

–  Matrix formalism:  the EM wavefront is a vector!  
–  ~Physical Factored Calibration Model:   Vobs = B G D P T F  Vtrue 

•  Modularity:  Each calibration term… 
–  …internally characterized by its:  

•  fundamental parameters, how to calculate matrix elements from 
generic interpolation of them 

•  specialized means of solving, generation (if any) 
–  …externally characterized by its: 

•  particular matrix algebra (scalar, diagonal, general) 
•  ordered location in the model 

•  General solving:  ( Jdown
-1 Vobs ) = Jsolve ( Jup Vmod ) 

–  Generalized self-cal 
•  Generalized flexibility (freq-dep options, fan in/out on many axes,....) 

–  Tension:  commissioning (e.g., "EOC") vs. streamlined/novice support 
•   

 



CASA 
Available calibration tasks 
•  Solving, generation: 

–  gaincal:  gains: G, T, (GSPLINE); delays: K, Kmbd, Kcross 
–  bandpass:  B, BPOLY 
–  polcal:  instrumental polarization: D, Df; position angle: X, Xf 
–  blcal:  non-closing multiplicative: M, Mf 
–  gencal (ancillaries):  

•  antenna position errors, EVLA switched power, ALMA Tsys, opacity, 
ionosphere TEC, ad hoc 

–  uvcontsub: estimates continuum and subtracts it 
•  Calibration management, application 

–  plotcal: plot cal solutions (soon to deprecate in favor of plotms) 
–  smoothcal:  smooth solutions in time (rudimentary) 
–  fluxscale: flux-density bootstrapping (stable gain constraint)  
–  applycal:  applies calibration to generate corrected data 
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CASA 
cb tool 
•  All tasks are assembled sequences of tool methods 

•  cb.open(…) 
•  cb.selectvis(…)    (via general MSSelection) 
•  cb.setapply(…)     (existing calibration)  
•  cb.solve() or cb.correct() 
•  cb.close() 

•  Unique uses: 
–  MODEL_DATA corruption:  cb.corrupt() 

•  cb tool documentation has atrophied in recent years… 
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CASA 
Flagging 
•  Task: flagdata 

–  Multiple flagging agents, one pass through MS 
–  Agents: manual (selection), ‘quack’, shadowing, clip, etc. 

•  Autoflagging (flagdata modes):   
–  rflag:    

•  Effective for low-level noisy RFI, including broadband, in otherwise 
calibrated data 

•  Statistics calculated relative to baseline aggregate 
–  tfcrop: 

•  Isolates ‘spiky’ RFI, even in uncalibrated data 
•  Operates per baseline, relative to a bandpass fit 

–  Can be difficult to tune for specific cases:  experience 
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CASA 
Notable ~recently added features (<4.3) 
•  Generalized frequency-dependent interpolation (3.4) 
•  NewCalTable  (3.4) 

–  aligned with (but independent of) MS  (plotms, flagdata, cal library) 
–  stores generically interpolatable parameters, from which Jones matrix 

elements calculated 
•  Use of virtual MODEL_DATA  (3.4) 
•  Spectral index support in fluxscale (4.0) 
•  Linear feed polarization treatment (ALMA, EVLA <1GHz) (4.0) 

–  XY-phase spectrum and calibrator QU self-calibration (polarized 
calibrator) 

–  Standard frequency-dependent instrumental polarization solve 
–  Limited field-of-view continuum linear polarimetry observing in ALMA 

Cycle 2 
–  ALMA Polarization SV (3C286) observed, CASA Guide currently 

under development (Italian ARC) 
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CASA ALMA Instrumental Polarization 
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CASA Notable ~recently added features (<4.3) 
cont. 
•  EVLA switched-power gain calibration support (Tsys weights) 

–  NB: not standard Tsys calibration (EVLA data not normalized) 
•  Weights (4.2.2) 

–  Proper initialization: supports combination of diverse bandwidths, 
integration times  

–  Weight calibration improvements for frequency-independent case 
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CASA 
Pending features (4.3+) 
•  Ionosphere (4.3)  (w/ Jason Kooi (Iowa)) 

–  dispersive delay (~1/f) 
–  Faraday rotation (~B/f2) 
–  Low-resolution TEC model (~same as AIPS) 
–  Standardized TEC surface map (alternative TEC sources) 

 
•  Channelized weights (4.3) 

–  ALMA Tsys (the only a priori calibraiton case requiring it) 
–  Frequency-resolved statwt (e.g., EVLA RFI, etc.)  (4.4) 
–  (via revised VisiblityIterator framework…) 
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CASA 
WEIGHT_SPECTRUM 
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CASA 
Pending features (4.3+) cont. 
•  calibration stats reporting improvements (4.4) 
•  complete calibration plotting in plotms (4.4?) 

–  (finally discard plotcal!) 
•  Cal library (4.4) 

–  Modular description of calibration apply choices (cal selection, 
interpolation, mappings, etc.), by caltable and MS selection 

–  Improved overall control of calibration cf current (tedious) parallel 
applycal parameters 

–  Advanced interpolation modes (time/freq and phase connection 
constraints) 

•  OTF apply (4.4) 
–  distribute calibration apply capability to contexts beyond applycal 

(plotms, flagdata, clean, mstransform, etc.) 
–  make CORRECTED_DATA column optional, avoid redundant I/O 
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CASA 
Pending features (4.3+) cont. 
•  ALMA Long-baseline support (4.4) 

–  GSPLINE improvements  
•  improve flexibility, control 
•  standardize (NewCalTable, general agility) 

–  Phase interpolation improvements (see algorithms) 
•  Ionosphere residual solve (4.?) 

•  General performance… 
–  Antenna-based aggregation pre-application 
–  Caltable memory/disk footprint 
–  (I/O, compute optimizations, parallelization) 
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CASA Calibration algorithms 
•  Absolute instrumental polarization calibration (parallel hands)? 
•  Heuristics of non-commuting direction-dependent and –independent 

terms? 
–  E.g., azimuthally asymmetric voltage pattern needs to know parallactic 

angle…. 
•  Direction-dependent instrumental polarization 

–  …and how to manage combination w/ visibility-based D 
•  Generalized service calibration support (B, Df, Xf stability) 

–  Shift some responsibility to observatories 
–  Resampling, etc. 

•  refant algorithms 
–  manage availability over spws, time   
–  statistical?  e.g., minimum deviation 

•  improves phase connection 
•  insensitive to refant drop-outs 
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CASA 
Calibration algorithms (cont.) 
•  Optimized phase interpolation (e.g., ALMA long baselines) 

–  Traditionally, Nant-1 antenna-based phases relative to refant (usually a 
~central antenna) 

–  Instead, form and interpolate phase on the shortest baseline to each 
antenna 
•  Phase calibration cadence set by “longest shortest” baseline rather 

than longest refant baseline 
–  Solve for these (GSPLINE)? 

•  (Residual WVR correction) 
•  (Dispersive ATM?) 
•  (elev.-dep opacity correction, incl. freq-dep) 
•  (double sideband?) 
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